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Forest future
Jevany | CZ

This is an unconventional combination of COMAX BoCo aluminium 
roofing in rusty green, which replaced the original eternit roofing.

The combination with the dark brown wood of the perimeter 
walls is absolutely familiar and fits perfectly into the forest 
surroundings. The precision work of the fitters and the 50-
year warranty on the roofing create a perfect future for the 
generations to come who will spend their leisure time.

covering: COMAX BoCo
colour: RAL 6021
surface finish: GLOSS
realization: Michal Kubásek 



Life in the heart of the Sumava, that‘s what this beautiful resi-
dence, which was recently completedin the picturesque village 
of Dlouhá Ves near Sušice. There are cycle paths and ski slopes 
at your fingertips, cross-country skiing trails, great restaurants 
and a wealth of activities Your children will also find plenty of ac-
tivities here. 

covering: COMAX Falc
colour: RAL 7016
surface finish: MATT
realization: Střechy Valjent

Residence in the heart of Šumava
Dlouhá Ves | CZ

The roof and facade are covered with COMAX Falc roofing mate-
rial. in anthracite RAL 7016, which fits perfectly into the charac-
ter of the Šumava landscape.



English Grand Design
Thoroton | GB

This beautiful barn conversion in Thoroton, England is truly 
something to behold. 

All sheeting was custom made and supplied to the client‘s spe-
cification. Excellent workmanship and details prove that this is 
a true Grand Design in every way.

covering: COMAX Klik 31
colour: RAL 7016
surface finish: MATT
realization: Form Residental



At the Tursko Pond
Tursko | CZ

Residential project „U Turského rybníka“, that‘s the pictu-
resque name of the modern residential housing in Tursko near 
Prague, characterized by a view of the water surface of the 
local pond, which is surrounded by willows and beautiful old 
lime trees.

The developer has chosen COMAX Klik Standing Seam to cover 
the sloping roof, which in anthracite colour perfectly illustrates 
the beauty of the whole architectural concept.

covering: COMAX Klik 25
colour: RAL 7016
surface finish: PUR/PA
realization: MOSLIT s.r.o.



An interesting project of a new kindergarten in Říčany near Pra-
gue was designed by Ing. arch. David Kraus from the Prague stu-
dio Architektura.

covering: COMAX BoCo
colour: RAL 1016, 2003, 5024, 6018
surface finish: GLOSS
realization: Zlínstav a.s. 

In pastel colours
Říčany | CZ

He chose our small-format COMAX BoCo aluminium roofing in 
soft pastel colours as the roofing material, which he used to crea-
te a neutral white new building with colourful „children‘s optics“.



This beautiful family house can be seen in the village of Beňaďo-
vo in Slovakia. The building is decorated in green-brown inclu-
ding aluminum roofing and together with a beautiful view of the 
countryside, it forms a small landmark of the surroundings.

covering: COMAX Falc
colour: RAL 8019
surface finish: MATT
realization: MT Strechy s.r.o. 

House with a view
Beňaďovo | SK



A very interesting solution for a newly built family house in Libe-
rec, whose roof and facade are covered with COMAX BoCo with 
aluminium core and PES surface treatment HD TEXT.

covering: COMAX BoCo
colour: RAL 7016
surface finish: MATT
realization: Lukáš Kanta

Antracite coat
Liberec | CZ



During the project of roof cladding reconstruction Lapidarium of 
the National Museum was based on many years of experience in 
our paint laboratory materials. 

According to the investor‘s parameters and under the control of 
the of the monument authority, a fundamental requirement was 
put forward the colour - years of oxidised natural zinc with large 

covering: COMAX Falc
colour: RAL 7042
surface finish: GLOSS
realization: NEO Builder a.s.

Accurate shade was a priority
Praha | CZ

multiple zinc blooms. We had to adapt to this with a new shade in 
RAL 7042.

Everything was finally applied on a very high quality substrate for 
the calibrated corrugated roofing width and full zinc with an em-
phasis on adhering to metal fitting standards applicable in the 
Czech Republic.



Beautiful complete reconstruction of a guesthouse in the village 
Hřensko - Bohemian Switzerland, with the use of folded COMAX 
Falc roofing with aluminium core and surface finish.

covering: COMAX Falc
colour: RAL 7016
surface finish: GLOSS
realization: Střechy Jakub Vondráček

Czech Switzerland
Hřensko | CZ



Renovation of a guesthouse in a quiet and clean surroundings of 
the Šumava Mountains, which offers many unforgettable trips.

The original fibre cement roof covering is gradually replaced by a 
combination of COMAX roofing materials. BoCo and Falc Standing 
Seam in anthracite, which blends perfectly with the white façade 
and wooden panelling. The photos show the ongoing reconstruction 
Phase II in 2023.

covering: COMAX BoCo, COMAX Falc
colour: RAL 7016
surface finish: MATT
realization: Fach Střechy s.r.o.  

Perfect reconstruction
Rohanov | CZ
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